Time now: Year 2090.
Location: ALFATEX military colony, somewhere in the great
nuclear desert - middle east.

Fahaddays took his gun out, aimed it to the sky, and stood tall
near the Hummer in an epic moment of glory, self-confidence
to start the epic Journey. He went to Baldy’s workshop to show
him what he had found and ask Baldy to go with him on this
journey. But he already knew Baldy will never agree to go.
Leaving his workshop was something he never wanted to do. But

Fahaddays would not let that stop him and would not stay as
well. He wanted the truth and wanted to discover the world.
Search for the chipx in the Death Merchants Guild. Find out
about his real family, and what is left of them so he could finally
have closure. It was goodbye for now to his beloved colony and
his best friend baldy, Also he wanted to leave the colony for good
for a better world.

Fahaddays: Baldy? The glory Baldy. Hear me roar.
Here is the future. Here is something better than your robotic
dreams. It is the unlimited information you maybe was
wondering about. It will be loaded into your brain as you were
studying them for years. Training as whatever you want to be as a
mechanic or a fighter or even Alfatex serial killer. I would say we
should use the technology for good use only and stop what
maybe treats in our humanity. Like alien inventions, unknown
Demons and whatever else we might face.

Baldy was too busy working he didn’t look back.

Fahaddays: hello, Baldy I am here!

Baldy: I know and it was a Great speech. I know about what you
just found and you’re really happy about it. We already talked
about the Genax and what it do.
Fahaddays: Baldy. I said here is something new. It is the glory
general Baldy. Do you hear me? Look at me.
Baldy: one second. This is the last piece and I am done with this
project.
Fahaddays: you will be shocked. Ha-ha

Baldy turns back to see an Alfatex high rank general walking
toward him and calling his name. It is more like a shock than a
real moment. He really wasn’t listening to Fahaddays.

Baldy: I lost my mind. I am officially now crazy. Wait a minute?
When someone loses his brain, will he know it? Does a crazy man
know that he is crazy? No! For sure no. This is not real; I lost my
mind!
Fahaddays: Calm down Baldy the mechanic. I am your friend
Fahaddays!
Baldy: who?
Fahaddays: F A H A D D A Y S. Your king.
Baldy: Why do you look like the glory general himself?

Fahaddays: Ask Genax. If you find a Genax out there!

He laughed and waved to Baldy. You know if I was the general
you won't be alive now.

Baldy: fare. Remove that mask, I want to make sure.
Fahaddays: Deal, Here is the old me.
Baldy: welcome my king (a scared laugh).
Looks at Baldy and said:Fahaddays: Are we really happy here in this a lonely colony? I am
searching for words to use to describe the sorrow in this colony
and I couldn`t find. This colony was a joy before alfather passes
away but now we’re lost in this world or desert and we both are
afraid to say. We're just too far away from understanding each
other or even work in this workshop together. We don't get along
in work or have any future together since we met. We tried to
talk it over and over, but the words got in the way. Every time I
see you my friend I try to stay here and understand the reasons
why we carry on this way. We're lost in this colony and I feel I
cannot stay here anymore my friend.

Fahaddays way of speech has changed and clearly, he have
experience now in giving his speech.

Baldy: I knew it. I knew this day would come. You cannot cage a
lion for a long time. What will happen to a lion if you did this? For
sure someday, He will die or he will escape your jail to go and live
in his world.
Fahaddays: Baldy don't let me, don't let me down.
Baldy: I will not if I am breathing. I got something for you and I
have been working on it since the day Alfather parked this beast
Hummer h1 in my garage. I found a way to upgrade it. Now it can
run forever without fearing that it will one day stop, because of
leaking of the source of energy like old fuel. In other words, this is
your new friend in the desert. The Hummer will carry you on this
journey far away. I hope one day you will come back to take me
with you to live there in the world you discover. You already
know I cannot leave this workshop and my peace until I find a
better place.
But there is one small problem.

Fahaddays: you know how I will drink and eat, right?

Baldy: Yes. You are who your friends are. Your new friend is
hummer h1 the beast! And beasts need a huge amount of food
and water.
Fahaddays: I have this amazing water generator and for the food.
If the amount finishes, I will feed on birds or what I can find as
long as I have the water. Anything else can be solved.
Baldy: you are a true king and our colony smart beast.
Fahaddays: All these years I didn't asked you why you keep saying
“a king”?
Blady: Days will revivals, what the destiny hides. (Winks).

Fahaddays didn`t noticed the last part of baldy speech nor saw
him winking. He was looking at the Hummer and said “You Are
Who Your Friends are and my friend is the desert beast.”It is
Alfatex Hummer H1 and a value gift from a true friend. Goodbye
Baldy. Farewell my lovely brother and friend.

He starts the engine. The beast roars loudly and faded away
slowly heading north to what the Genax said it's was an old
location for Death Merchants Guild.

Baldy: Take care my king and my lovely friend.

Baldy waved at Fahaddays, looked at his Hummer fading into the
unknown desert. While that he was thinking on how to upgrade
the workshop to make it a bigger place to work and add it to the
water location to create a giant workshop. Baldy always into
work and doing things so he went back to his workshop hoping
for something good in the future.

The Beast and his master went to the unknown, deep into the
great desert or we shall say into the North. Fahaddays the glory
general guarded by the unique machine. Crossing the ugly desert
and from the moment he left the camp, he started to feel lonely
but the thoughts of finding a new world colony or a new earth or
even humans or a Death Merchants camp. The dream of finding
the chipx, finding his family and Alfather memories was like a girl
cheerleading him to achieve something great. In his journey He
started to sing, after the genax and the dream machine restored
his lost memories, childhood stories, fantasy songs, lyrics and
unknown strange memories. Something not really right, the
words or sentence he was singing wasn`t for sure a good English
or whatever it was correct according to alfatex language
grammar and he was singing;High in The hall of starkbucks desert fort
The Blue eyes night king asked for his drinks
He asked for iced latte and the tender was a ghost

The blue eyes said please don`t add coffee beans
He told him to add creamy milk and the tender lost
He didn`t know what blue eyes really wants
The bartender was pissed off and for sure he left
Tomorrow he will back and order the same shots
Deep in the apocalypse desert he goes and lost.
He was singing while driving his beast into that unknown
desert.

[ To be continue ]
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